
The Lonely Animal Friendship Society
Elizabeth Vosseller

While in AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, EV dropped into the WHIMSICAL
world of the Lonely Animal Friendship SOCIETY.  What’s this magical place
you ask?  Well, it is the IMAGINATIVE (showing creativity or inventiveness)
work of EDWARD NEWBIGIN, a government worker by day and artist and
creator of the most COMPELLING (interesting, irresistible) and relatable
animals you could ever meet. Each animal has a musing, a confession, or
description attached to them. Why are these creations so CAPTIVATING
(attractive, charming)?  EV thinks it may be because these creatures are
slightly vulnerable, a bit EMPATHETIC (able to share the feelings of
another) and entirely ADORABLE.

Charlotte.  She wants to spend more time with you. Says it’s for a school project.  (She doesn’t
go to school.)  http://lonelyanimalfriendshipsociety.blogspot.com
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SPELL COMPELLING CONFESSION CREATURES
What city and country is EV visiting? AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND
What is the whimsical place EV described? LONELY ANIMAL
FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY
What is one of the ways the text defines imaginative? SHOWING
CREATIVITY OR INVENTIVENESS
Who creates the lonely animals? EDWARD NEWBIGIN
Name one of Edward’s professions. ARTIST, GOVERNMENT WORKER
What is one reason EV finds these creatures captivating? VULNERABLE,
EMPATHETIC, ADORABLE
Define whimsical.

EV was introduced to the Lonely Animal Friendship Society (LAFS) by her
friend and colleague, ANDREA DARROCH ( an S2C PRACTITIONER,
I-ASC faculty,  and mum to a speller named BECKY) who shared the LAFS
Facebook page with her. Since EV was coming to New Zealand, she
became OBSESSED with the opportunity to see these delightful animals in
person and learn more about them. The lonely animal friends are typically
sold at CRAFT shows or MARKETS but none were scheduled while EV
was in town.  Soooo, EV threw caution to the wind and reached out to
Edward Newbigin and asked to meet him (dedication or stalking EV??).
Most kindly, Edward invited EV and Andrea for a visit to see his collection
of animals. EEEEK!  EV was so excited and attempted (poorly) to contain
her FANGIRL (a girl or woman who is extremely interested in someone or
something) ENTHUSIASM.

SPELL OBSESSED SCHEDULED ENTHUSIASM

Who introduced EV to LAFS? ANDREA DARROCH
Tell me one thing about Andrea. S2C PRACTITIONER, I-ASC FACULTY,
MUM TO A SPELLER
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The Lonely Animals are typically sold at Craft Shows or _____?
MARKETS

OR Where can you buy a lonely animal? CRAFT SHOW; MARKET
What does throw caution to the wind mean?
What do you call a girl or woman who is extremely interested in someone
or something? FANGIRL

OR What is a fangirl? A GIRL OR WOMAN WHO IS EXTREMELY
INTERESTED IN SOMEONE OR SOMETHING
What's something you are a fangirl or fanboy of?

Edward Newbigin (screen shot from https://vimeo.com/140976163)

Edward GRACIOUSLY (kindly, courteously) met up with Andrea and EV to
show his collection of lonely animals.  He explained that he started making
these as a hobby and a way to unwind after the stresses of work that did
not involve more SCREEN TIME. Edward has CONJURED (created) a
world where these animals have personalities, are friends, and interact with
each other. Some of the animals are sweet, some are a bit PRICKLY, most
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have their own FOIBLES (faults, weaknesses) and ECCENTRICITIES
(oddities or whimsies).  As he starts molding the clay, the animals take
shape and become their own character. The animals are crafted from clay,
a hardening polymer for fragile bits (like beaks, tail, and ears), wire, and
paint.

“The tools that make us.” http://lonelyanimalfriendshipsociety.blogspot.com/

SPELL COLLECTION CONJURED MOLDING

Graciously means kindly or ______? COURTEOUSLY
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OR What is another word from the text for graciously? KINDLY;
COURTEOUSLY
What is one reason Edward began making the animals? HOBBY;  WAY TO
UNWIND AFTER WORK
Edward wanted a hobby that did not involve more ______? SCREENTIME
Define screentime.
Why might one want a hobby that does not involve screen time?
What word was used that means faults or weaknesses? FOIBLES
What is one characteristic mentioned about the animals’ personalities?
SWEET, PRICKLY, FOIBLES, ECCENTRICITIES
What is one of your foibles or eccentricities?
The animals take shape and become their own _______? CHARACTER
Name one material used to make the animals. CLAY, HARDENING
POLYMER, WIRE, PAINT
Watch this video on how to make a lonely animal.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgYkB2_OS6g

Edward explained that he creates a story for each animal. The stories
EVOLVE (develop gradually) from observations Edward makes throughout
his day - at work, on the bus, in the park. He jots ideas down in a notebook
he carries  everywhere. These ideas develop into the characteristics and
storylines of his creations. As Edward sculpts and paints, he gets to know
his animals and their personality. He posts pictures of the lonely animals on
his blog (http://lonelyanimalfriendshipsociety.blogspot.com/) and on the
Lonely Animal Friendship Society Facebook page.

SPELL OBSERVATIONS SCULPTS NOTEBOOK

Edward creates a story for each ______. ANIMAL
What does evolve mean? DEVELOP GRADUALLY

OR What word means develop gradually? EVOLVE
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Where does Edward make his observations? AT WORK, ON THE BUS, IN
THE PARK
Where do you make your observations?
Where does Edward record his observations? NOTEBOOK
What do the ideas develop into? CHARACTERISTICS, STORYLINES

OR The ideas develop into characteristics and ______?
STORYLINES
Edward gets to know his animals and their _______? PERSONALITIES
Where can you find pictures of the lonely animals? BLOG/LONELY
ANIMAL FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY BLOG; FACEBOOK
Watch this short film on Edward & LAFS. https://vimeo.com/140976163

Elaine. Wishes she could unsubscribe you from all the negative thoughts in your head.
http://lonelyanimalfriendshipsociety.blogspot.com/
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EV and Andrea spent a long while PERUSING (carefully looking at or
reading) the animals in the collection for sale. One might suggest that EV
went a bit overboard buying several (though she thinks it was just the right
amount of board). She chose the animals that had a message that
RESONATED (have a particular meaning or importance) with her or
reminded her of someone she knows.  EV plans to sprinkle them around
her house and office, perhaps moving them around from time to time, so
one might SERENDIPITOUSLY (fortunately, luckily) come across the
animal who has the message they need to hear. A few of the animals are
bound for the homes of her loved ones. Certainly these animals will no
longer be lonely!
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A few animals that will no longer be lonely since EV is taking them home!

SPELL SEVERAL MESSAGE LONELY
What word was used in the text that means to look or read carefully?
PERUSE

OR What does peruse mean? LOOK/READ CAREFULLY
The text indicates that EV might have gone ______ when buying animals?
OVERBOARD
What does the expression “go overboard” mean?
What word means to have a particular meaning or importance?
RESONATED
What will EV do with her animals? SPRINKLE THEM AROUND HER
HOUSE AND OFFICE; MOVE THEM AROUND; GIVE AS GIFTS
What word means fortunately or luckily? SERENDIPITOUSLY

OR What does Serendipitously mean? FORTUNATELY/LUCKILY

Creative Writing:

Come up with a name and a storyline for each of these lonely animals.
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Imagine you carry around a notebook and record your observations and
snippets of conversations you’ve overheard.  Share a page from your
notebook.

Create a description of an animal, give it a name, and a story line. Send it
to EV and she will share with her new BFF, Edward, who may or may not
have blocked her contact info!

VAKTivity:  Try sculpting your own lonely animal!

Elizabeth Vosseller (EV) is the Executive Director of I-ASC and an S2C
Practitioner.  She is passionate about spreading S2C worldwide and never feels lonely in the
while traveling the Spellerverse!   She loves exploring and learning new things even when there
may be a slight amount of stalking involved.

Resources
http://lonelyanimalfriendshipsociety.blogspot.com/p/blog-page.html
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https://www.facebook.com/lonelyanimalfriendshipsociety/?ref=page_internal

https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/capital-life/79550796/awesome-mistake-leads-young-welli
ngton-filmmaker-to-festival-debut

Lonely Animal Friendship Society short film https://vimeo.com/140976163
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